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OUT & ABOUT THE REAL DEAL

Piece by piece 
Anyone can turn bits of colorful glass 
and chips of broken pottery into great 
art at The Chicago Mosaic School. 

TREAKS OF MAROON AND NAVY, white and 
gold, and black and pewter gray sweep 
across artist Matteo Randi’s abstract mosaic 
like a tempest of color. But there is direction 
to the storm—the lines of small tesserae (the  
irregularly shaped pieces of glass and 

pottery used to make mosaics) flow with and out from 
a central line. “That sense of direction, that’s anda-
mento,” instructor Casey Van Loon explains to our 
curious class. 

A handful of us have come to Ravenswood for a 
hands-on introduction to the centuries-old art of 

mosaics in The Chicago Mosaic School’s basics class. 
After discussing the differences between Roman and 
Byzantine mosaic styles in the school’s on-site gallery, 
we head into the studio, where we get to put our new-
found knowledge to work on square ceramic tiles. 

On a piece of paper, I sketch my tile design: stylized 
beach grass reaching toward the sky for strong  
andamento. Then I choose my materials from bins 
filled with sheets of jewel-tone stained glass, brown 
and gray pebbles, plastic buttons and other found 
objects (a stray earring, broken shells, pieces of colorful 
glazed pottery). 

DESIGNED 
WITH CARE
Mosaic artists begin 
by sketching their 
designs on paper 
and experimenting 
with tesserae 
placement before 
moving to their tiles.
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“Glass is brittle and temperamental, 
rarely behaving the way you want. But 
this fickleness becomes part of the 
mosaic design process,” Casey says. 
That irregularity, she explains, makes 
tesserae distinct from straight-edged 
manufactured tile, and it adds energy 
to the mosaic. 

At my work table, I snip the stained 
glass into glittering shards. Then it’s time to experiment 
with different configurations of glass and buttons on my 
drawing; I’m working toward a design imbued with the all-
important flow. Once satisfied, I smear a thin layer of 
mortar over my tile and transfer the design piece by piece 
before the mortar sets. 

When we lay our creations out for a group (tile) photo at 
the end of class, they reflect the colorful swirls and strong 
lines we sought. In three hours, we’ve gone from mosaic 
novices to masters of andamento. (Or, at the least,  
experienced apprentices.) 
For more information, The Chicago Mosaic School 
(773/975-8966; chicagomosaicschool.org).
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